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SLVYRA Good Neighbour Series 2019

Scoring Inquiry

Inquiry No: 14
Course: Series 2
Race No: Races 1 and 2
Posted Score: n/a
Protest Party: PHRF I&II - 40813 - Breakaway - Taras Iwanycki

Scoring Inquiry:

Witnesses:
(I am writing here as I unable tot write in the description box) According to the SI's we need a certain number of boats to award a
first, second and third finishes. In S2R1 there was only one boat in the fleet, ... yet they have received and are carrying a first
place / by the SI's there should be zero. In S2R2 there were 4 competitors, ... according to the SI's there should only be a first
and second place awarded, yet the 3rd place boat is carrying a score of 3 when they should not. Just thought I should bring this
to your attention, and let the authorities make the corrections they deem necessary. The SI's do not clearly state what score
those boats would receive? I would assume 1 point less than DNC boats? These individual points do make a difference in the
series summary. Thank you

Response Title:
Hi Taras, I think that is referring to the awarding of flags at end of season, if less than X boats race only a first is awarded etc etc.
If you can find something I have missed in the SI’s or NOR please bring it to my attention. 
M
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